TRAIL OBSTACLE
1) Colt in Hand - Handlers 12 & over
2) YOUTH - Riders 6 & under - HELMETS REQUIRED - Led by 12 yr. old or older - Feet in stirrups/buddy stirrups acceptable
3) Saddle Gait Class - 12 & over
4) Youth - Riders 11 & under - HELMETS REQUIRED
5) Youth - Riders 12-17
   1st - Smokey Joe Black - Alanna Cariani - Woodlawn TN
6) Two Year Olds
7) Three & Four Year Olds
8) Non Pro
9) Open - Any Rider
   1st - Gen Dandy's Smokin Joe Red - Roger Gipson - Winchester TN
10) OTHER BREEDS

REINING
11) Saddle Gait - Any rider
12) Youth - Riders 11 & under - HELMETS REQUIRED
13) Youth - Riders 12-17
14) Two Year Olds
15) Three & Four Year Olds
16) Non Pro
17) Open - Any Rider
   1st - Gen Dandy's Smokin Joe Red - Roger Gipson - Winchester TN
18) OTHER BREEDS

JUMPING
19) Saddle Gait - Any Rider
20) Youth - Riders 12-17 - HELMETS REQUIRED
   1 entry - DQed
21) Two Year Olds
22) Three & Four Year Olds
23) Non Pro
24) Open
   1st - Kawliga's Mr. Glory - Karlie Joslyn - Rockvale TN
   2nd - DQed
25) OTHER BREEDS
   1st - Piper - London Cariani - Woodlawn TN

POLE BENDING
26) Youth - Riders 11 & under - HELMETS REQUIRED - Saddle Gait
27) Youth - Riders 6 & under - HELMETS REQUIRED - Saddle Gait - Led by 12 yr. old or older - Feet in stirrups/Buddy stirrups acceptable
28) Saddle around Poles - 12 & over
29) Youth - Riders 12-17
   1st - Smokey Joe Black - Alanna Cariani - Woodlawn TN
30) Two Year Olds
31) Three & Four Year Olds
32) Non Pro
33) **Open-Any Rider**
   1st - Kawliga’s Mr. Glory - Karlie Joslyn - Rockvale TN
   2nd - Gen Dandy’s Smokin Joe Red - Roger Gipson - Winchester TN

34) **OTHER BREEDS**
   1st - Piper - London Cariani - Woodlawn TN

---

**BARREL RACING**

35) **Youth-Riders 11 & under-**
   **HELMETS REQUIRED** - Saddle Gait

36) **Youth-Riders 6 & under-** **HELMETS REQUIRED** - Saddle Gait - Led by 12 yr. old or older - Feet in stirrups/Buddy stirrups acceptable

37) **Saddle around Barrels - 12 & over**

38) **Youth - Riders 12-17**
   1st - Smokey Joe Black - Alanna Cariani - Woodlawn TN

39) **Two Year Olds**

40) **Three & Four Year Olds**

41) **Non Pro**

42) **Open-Any Rider**
   1st - Kawliga’s Mr. Glory - Karlie Joslyn - Rockvale TN
   2nd - Gen Dandy’s Smokin Joe Red - Roger Gipson - Winchester TN

43) **OTHER BREEDS**
   1st - Piper - London Cariani - Woodlawn TN

---

*Spotted Saddle Horse Breeders’ & Exhibitors’ Association*